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Introduction 

The subject of beam extraction and abortion froo 
a 20 TeV accelerator has been explored by one working 
group at the 2nd ICFA workshopl) in 1979. This 
study concluded that the design of a fast extraction 
channel is relatively straightforward, and involves 
conventional extraction channel elanents. Similarly, 
i~ a contribution to the present proceedings, 
Wllle2) comes to the same conclusion with regard to 
a 1 TeV injection channel for the SSC. In this paper 
we danonstrate the feasibility of implanenting injec
tion and extraction channels intQ the 6.5 Tesla sam
ple lattice designed by Garren3 ) using hardware pa
r <IlIeter s as sugges ted in refs. 1) and 2). Fi na lly 
an attanpt is made to estimate the required be<lll Siz~ 
at the beam dllllp and its consequences for the trans
fer line optics are considered. 

Lattice 

A detailed discussion of th~ 6.5 Tesla sample 
lattice is found in Garren's3) contribution to 
these proceedi ngs. Topo logy and major features are 
evident from the schanatic shown in fig. 1. The lat
tice with superperiodicity 3 has 6 interaction re
gions located at the center of the mirror-antisym
metric insertions, which provide sufficiently long 
open space sect ions to accomodate inject ion and ex
traction elanents: Each half-insertion provides two 
driftspaces of 3.05 m and 186 m length, respectively, 
and two 76 m drl ft spaces located in the d i spers ion 
suppressor ce 11. 
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Fig. 1 Schanatic of 6.5 Tes1a sample lattice as 
given in ref. 3. 

*This work was supported by the Oirector, Office of 
Energy Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear 
Physics, High Energy Physics Division, U. S. Dept. of 
Energy, under Contract No. OC-AC03-76SF00098. 

Inj ect ion 

In choosing the injection channel elements for 
the SSC Wi lle' s2) parameters have been adopted: 
Two 10 m long magnetic septa of IT and O.2T strength, 
operated in a dc~ode, are followed by a 15 m long 
pulsed kicker magnet with a maximum strength of 0.l3T. 
Arranged in a driftspace the overall length of the 
injection channel <IlIounts to 110 m. The "bunch into 
bucket" transfer froo the 1 TeV injector to the sse 
with a bunch separation as short as 15 m requires a 
kicker rise time better than 50 ns. 

Sane of the factors to cons ider in se lect ing a 
particular injection schane are: 

1) The injected be<lll must enter the co 11 ider 
beyond the interaction point in order to 
protect the experimental equill"ent in case 
of a malfunction of the injection elements. 

i i) Superconducting magnets in the vicinity of 
the injection channel have to be replaced by 
conventional magnets or protected against 
quenching during a malfunction of the injec
tion elanents. 

iii) Minimizing the 
1 ength of the 
line will reduce 
fer system. 

total bending angle and 
injector-co 11 ider transfer 
the cost of the be<lll trans-

iv) Optically identical transfer lines and in
jection channels for the two co11 ider rings 
are desirable. 

Fig. 2 shows a possible horizontal, symmetric in
ject ion schane, where the inject ion channe 1 s are lo
cated in the dispersion suppressor cell at either end 
of the insertion. In this scenario the two magnetic 
septa are placed in the first half and the kicker in 
the second half of this cell. The injected beam 
passes 1 an off center through the center quadrupole 
of this cell. For reasons mentioned above this qua
drupole has to be replaced by a conventional magnet. 
The total bending angle for each transfer line is 90' . 
Assuming that col1ider ring dipole magnets of 6.5T 
strength and 15 m length are used, 51 such magnets 
are required per transfer line. 

The total bending angle can be drastically re
duced by reversing the injector field after one col
lider ring has been filled. This schane is shown in 
fig. 3. In this case the injection channel is loca
ted in the 186 m long open space of the insert ion 
straight section. With the generous separation of 
30 m between injector and co 11 ider to avo id inter
ference with detectors the total bending angle per 
transfer line is 7.1

0

, requiring only 4 collider ring 
magnets and reducing the transferline length by a 
factor of 2 as canpared to the conventional schane 
above. 

An additional advantage of this scenario is that 
the injection channel does not share any optical ele
ments with the collider ring. The injector, however, 
requires two injection and extraction systems and a 
cost estimate is required to determine if such a sys
tem is cost efficient. 
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Fig. 2 Injection scheme for 6.5 Tesla sample lattice. 
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Fast Extraction 

With regard to a fast, single turn extraction 
system the ICFA workshop1) arr ived at the fo llowing 
conclusions: 

Besides the questionable reliability of an elec
tros tat i c system in an abort system for a 20 TeV beam 
of 1015 ppp, there are thermal problems arising 
when such a beam is swept across a thin electrostatic 
septum by a fast kicker. For a 0.1 mm thick electro
static septum and a kicker rise time of 3\1s the pro
tectiv~ absorber (in BeryllilJT1) would intercept 
4 x 10lD particles, causing a temperature rise of -
2000·C. 

To avoid this problem a gap can be put in. the 
circulating beam, long enough to riinp a fast kicker. 
For a kicker rise time of 3 \IS, e.g., the required 
gap length is. - 1 km. The extraction channel for 
single turn extraction thus consists of a fast kicker 
magnet, that deflects the beam, clear ing a th in mag
netic septum, that is followed by a thick magnetic 
septum as shown in fig. 4. 

Beam Dumping System 
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I"" 30 m 

8k (20 TeV) "" 2 X 10-4 

THIN SEPTUM 
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B = 0.5 T 

I", 30 m 

8s, (20 TeV) "" 2XlO-4 

THICK SEPTUM 

t = 10mm 

B = 1 T 

I"" 60 m 
8s, (20 TeV) "" BXlO-4 

Fig. 4 Extraction schematic for a SSC beam dumping 
system. Parameters 1 isted are taken from 
ref. 1. 

The entire extraction channel, including the 
pulsed kicker H. V. supply, tracks the ring at all 
times. A fast logic, receiving inputs from beam loss 
monitors, power supply controls, interlocks, etc., 
generates the abort trigger) Operational experience 
gained from the Tevatron4 ,5) beam abort system 
will be very important for the deSign of the SSC beam 
e xtr act ion sys tem. 

The time it takes the beam gap to arrive at the 
kicker will add a further delay beyond the signal 
transmission and processing time. In case of the 
Tevatron the abort takes place at most wi thin three 
revolutions (- 60 \Is) from the time of a detected 
beam loss or power SUPjly failure, and this has been 
found to be adequate.) For the SSC, however, the 
total delay time is an order of magnitude larger: 
The signal transmission and processing time is of the 
order of 150 \I s; the time it takes for the beam gap 
to arrive as the kicker can be as large as 300 \IS. 
Further studies are needed to evaluate if this is 
still acceptable. The gap related delay can be re
duced ei ther by increas ing the number of gaps in the 
beam or by having two "parallel" abort systems on op
posite sides of the ring. This might be desirable 
also to give some redundancy and improved reliability. 
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In case of an emergency beam abort one has to as
sume that the various beam parameters have been de
graded by some machine component failure. The actual 
beam size, e.g., might be substantially larger than 
the nominal size of the circulating beam. To keep 
beam scraping to a minimum and to prevent quenching 
of nearby 5uperconducting magnets, it is advisable to 
use generous apertures in the extraction channel and 
have it point away from superconduct ing ring e le
ments. Overall reliability is improved by not push
ing the kicker to its limits. Careful selection of 
the locat ion of kicker and septum wi th regard to 
II-functions and a phase advance close to Tl/2 allow to 
minimize the requ ired kicker strength for a given 
beam displacement at the septum. 

In order to arrive at a reasonable estimate for 
the size of the aborted beam one might consider a 
system of detectors placed around the ring, whose 
funct ion wou ld be to tr igger a beam abort, whenever 
beam is detected outside a "safe area," e.g., the 
"good field" region or a fraction thereof. If Wsr 
is the maximum half width of the "safe region" and 
Ilsr the II-function at the corresponding location, 
the aborted beam half width Ws at the septum is 

W - ( 1 )1/2 W s - lis Ilsr sr' (1) 

where lis is the II-function at the septum location. 
A more conservative estimate results from the assump
t ion th at the size of the aborted beam is determined 
by the kicker aperture, i.e., if ak is the kicker 
aperture and Ilk the II-function at the kicker loca
tion, the half width of the aborted beam Ws is 
given by 

(2) 

Thus for a septum of thickness t, which is flush 
with the beam pipe aperture of radius a, the dis
pI acement 6 at the septum has to sat isfy the condit ion 

As a demonstration of the compatibil ity of these 
concepts with a realistic lattice, an extraction 
channel matching Garren's3) 6.5 Tesla sample lat
tice has been designed. In the 305 m long, open 
straight section of the insertion the II-functions, 
Ilx and II, exhibit an appropriate behaviour for 
the extrac{ion channel (fig. 5). Choosing a horizon
tal extract ion system, as suggested by the scheme in 
fig. 6, relaxes somewhat the conditions imposed on 
the extraction elements. However, horizontal extrac
tion is not essential, for exchanging the focussing 
structure of the two collider rings results in an in
terchange of the xand y coordinates and the vertical 
extract ion schBlle becomes identical with the horizon
tal one described here. Also, the current septa in
dicated in fig. 6 might as well be replaced by Lam
bertson septa. 

The chosen parameters of the extract ion elements 
for this scheme are summarized in Table 1. Nominal 
beam half width at 1 TeV, divergence and displacement 
at 20 TeV of an extracted beam along, the extraction 
channel are 1 isted in Table 2. Points of particular 
interest are the beam displacements at the entrance 
to the two septa. The values of 24 mm and 35 mm, re
spectively, satisfy the condition of eq. (3) with an 
aperture of 15 mm for both criteria (eq. (1) and 
eq. (2)) by assuming either a "safe region" halfwidth 
Wsr of 6 mm or a kicker aperture ~ of 15 mm. 



Fig. 5 BeilTl half widths ([60) at 1 TeV and phase 
advance in long straight section of 6.5 Tes
la sample lattice. 
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Fig. 6 Fast extraction channel layout for 6.5 Tesla 
SilTlp Ie 1 att i ce. 

Table 1 

EXTRACT ION CHANNEL PARAMETER LIST 

KICKER: ~ax = 0.5T 
namlna'ted iron) Ltot = 33 m 

Leff = 28.5 m 
# of modules = 10 

Trise = 3.14 liS 
R.modult! = 2.85 m 

9k(20TeV} = 0.2136 x 10-3 

THIN SEPTUM: ~ax = 0.5 T 
Ltot = 35 m 
Leff = 27.5 m 

# of modules = 5 
R.modult! = 5.5 m 

9s1 (20TeV} = 0.2061 

THICK SEPTUM: ~ax = 1.0 T 
ltot = 70 m 
leff = 55 m 

# of modules =; 10 
R.modult! = 5.5 m 

9S2 (20TeV} = 0.8244 

x 10-3 

x 10-3 
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S 
Em] 

0 
0.5 

33.5 
130 
165 
166 
236 
305 
334 
512 
516 

Table 2 

BEJll>1 HALF WIDTH ($ 0) AT 1 TEV, DIVERGENCE 
AND DISPLACEMNT AT 20 TEV OF EXTRACTED BEAM 

Location 

QD5 exit liD .. 
Kicker entr. ItA u 

Kicker exit uB u 
Sl entr. "e" 
SI exit "0 11 

SI entr. liEU 
S2 exit IIF" 
QF6 ent. "G" 
"BE NO" entr. IIHII 
"BEND" exit uI" 
QF8 entr. "J" 

BeilTl-Hal f 
Width 

[mm] 

2.0421 
2.0344 
1.5298 
0.3601 
0.6720 

.0.6852 
1.7145 
2.7774 
1.623 
1.1580 
1.2160 

BeilTl 
Displace 
ment [mm] 

3.5725 
24.185 
35.422 
35.842 
94.695 

180.54 
216.62 

1825.0 
1892.3 

Diver
ilence 
lmrad] 

0.2136 
0.2136 
0.4197 
0.4197 
1.2441 
1.2441 
1.2441 

16.827 
16.827 

Transfer Line and BeilTl Dump 

More information needs to be gathered and more 
studies to be done in order to understand the beilTl 
dump requirements for a 20 TeV co 11 ider. The fo 1 low
ing paragraphs are an attempt to get a feel ing for 
these requirements by extrapolating available simula
tion calculations6 ) to 20 TeV and by scaling Teva
tron beilTl dump information.5 ) 

The present Tevatron beam dump consists of a 
4.8 m long graphite block with a cross section of 6" 
by 12", surrounded by a 3" thick aluminum jacket, and 
sh ie lded by 5' - 7' of iron, fo 11 owed by a concrete 
jacket covered by 17' of earth. At 1 TeV 95% of the 
beilTl at the dump entrance is contained within an area 
of - 15 mm2, and the intensity limit for cracking 
to occur in the graphite, based on nuclear production 
~nte Carlo and el~ctranag~etic shower calculations, 
1S 6 x 1013 p'pp.5} Scal1ng fran these figures to 
20 leV and 1015 ppp, by app 1 yi ng a 3/4 power depen
dence of the specific hadronic deposition density on 
the incident proton energy, gi ves ami n imum bean size 
of - 23 002. However, based on an extrapolation of 
Mokhov's6) simulation calculations fran 5 TeV to 20 
TeV and 1015 ppp, the required minimum beam size is 
an order of magnitude larger or - 220 cm2. This 
amounts to a blow up factor of - 104 as compared to 
the Circulating beam size. This could be accam
pI ished by defocusing elements in the transfer line. 
However, such an approach would result in an undesi
rable length of the transfer line. Since the beam 
pulse is of the order of 300 liS, it would be practi
cal to combine the defocusing action in one plane 
with beam sweeping in the other plane. This can be 
accomplished by a few moderately fast rilTlped magnets, 
spread ing out the beam in time by scann ing it over a 
I arge area of the beilTl dump. It is ev ident that much 
more work has to be done to unders tand the SSC beam 
dump requirements and their consequences for the dump 
transfer line. 
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